TRIANGULAR HARBOUR – TROOP/PLATOON LEVEL

**Stage 1 — Selection.**
The mission - The harbour must be located so that it best enables the patrol to accomplish its task.

**Stage 2 — Occupation.**
Snap ambush, Final recce, everyone gets in position in harbour.

**Stage 3 — Clearance patrols.**
The 2IC and one or two others go out to the limit of sight and sound and check for signs of recent enemy activity.

**Stage 4 — Sentries.**
Sentries posted 1 or 2 per section (see map for locations).

**Stage 5 — Work Routine.**
Preparation of stand to positions, communications cord laid, prepare shelters, make path.

**Security.**
Good battle discipline maintained, sentries posted at all times, harbour as small as possible.

Notes on map:
1. Daytime sentry locs at limit of sound
2. Night time sentry locs and stand-to loc for ‘D’ fire team LSW during daytime.
3. Night time stand-to loc for ‘D’ fire team LSW.